Discover our next generation universal I/O & make it a part of your process application

Lower design and commissioning cost with universal I/O.

The FLEXHA 5000™ I/O starter kit is a discounted bundle of hardware that provides everything you need to get started with our next generation process I/O platform. Request your starter kit today and experience the first universal I/O from Rockwell Automation. Contact your local Rockwell Automation sales representative or Allen-Bradley distributor for more information.
### BASE KIT

**COMMUNICATION**
- 1 - 5015-A2AKITXT - adapter base kit
- 2 - 5015-MLTRXT - media landing card, RJ45

**I/O**
- 1 - 5015-A4IOKITXT - quad I/O base kit
- 4 - 5015-U8IHFTXT - universal I/O cards

**REMOVABLE TERMINAL BLOCKS**
- 2 - 5015-RTBRPXT - removable terminal block, push-in, duplex
- 2 - 5015-STBPXT - removable terminal block, shield, push-in
- 4 - 5015-RTBPXT - removable terminal block, push-in, simplex
- 4 - 5015-STBPXT - removable terminal block, shield, push-in
- 1 - 5015-RTBRPXT and 2 - 5015-RTBPXT combination
- 3 - 5015-STBPXT - removable terminal block, shield, push-in

**MOUNTING PLATE**
- 1 - 5015-MP700 - mounting plate

**NOTE:** You must select one of the options above.

---

### ADDITIONAL I/O KIT

**I/O**
- 1 - 5015-A4IOKITXT - quad I/O base kit
- 4 - 5015-U8IHFTXT - universal I/O cards

**REMOVABLE TERMINAL BLOCKS**
- 2 - 5015-RTBRPXT - removable terminal block, push-in, duplex
- 2 - 5015-STBPXT - removable terminal block, shield, push-in
- 4 - 5015-RTBPXT - removable terminal block, push-in, simplex
- 4 - 5015-STBPXT - removable terminal block, shield, push-in
- 1 - 5015-RTBRPXT and 2 - 5015-RTBPXT combination
- 3 - 5015-STBPXT - removable terminal block, shield, push-in

**NOTE:** You must select one of the options above.

---

**NOTE:** If a controller is needed, refer to the ControlLogix® controller starter kit.

---

**Ready to take the next step?**

Contact your local Allen-Bradley distributor or Rockwell Automation salesperson to learn more about the rules and limitations of this offer.

Connect with us:  

[Facebook](https://www.facebook.com)  
[Instagram](https://www.instagram.com)  
[LinkedIn](https://www.linkedin.com)  
[Twitter](https://twitter.com)

---

**rockwellautomation.com — expanding human possibility**
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